Enterprise Exposure
Manager
Own your enterprisewide risk

Interconnected risks are hiding in your global
insurance and reinsurance portfolios spanning
multiple lines of business and comprising
billions of locations and thousands of treaties.
Your solvency is at risk when one event impacts multiple lines of business.
A hurricane causes significant property damage and forces the
cancellation of a major international event or an industrial explosion
near a major port results in large commercial and marine claims. Your
solvency is at risk if you are unable to collect, store, and access the
data needed to identify and analyze the potential loss for these single
events across your portfolio.
Your decision-making abilities are at risk when extreme events occur.
An earthquake strikes, a tornado touches down, or a tropical cyclone
makes landfall, resulting in significant losses to property as well as
non-property lines, which may not have been anticipated. Your ability
to make good, timely decisions could be at risk if you are unable to
quickly understand which treaty portfolios have been impacted, how
much exposure has been affected, if your reinsurance is adequate, or
where you should deploy claims resources, if necessary.

Tackle Your
Enterprisewide
Risk Challenges
Enterprise Exposure Manager
helps you solve business
problems by offering:
• Virtually unlimited data
storage and access
• Fast and scalable
computing power
• Real-time event risk
analyses
• Global portfolio
management and reporting
• Visibility of cross-class risk
accumulation
• Streamlined business
planning and impact
assessments

Your bottom line is at risk when losses accumulate.
A flood occurs in the southeastern United States, then a typhoon hits Japan, after
which an earthquake strikes in the Caribbean. These are followed by a winter
storm in Europe. Each of these event results in significant losses. Your bottom
line, even your solvency, may be at risk if you are unable to understand and
manage how these losses accumulate across all your portfolios, all your business
units, and all your lines of business around the world.
Your analyses are at risk when your data is not centralized.
A hurricane makes landfall in the southeastern United States, then travels up the
coast and transitions to a tropical depression, after which it causes significant
flooding in the Northeast. Your analyses could be incomplete if your data is not
centralized in a repository that provides the space and speed necessary to leverage
big data so that you can see which lines of business may be impacted, identify
potential sources of accumulation, and access it no matter where you are.
Manage your enterprisewide risk with Enterprise Exposure Manager.
Enterprise Exposure Manager is a scalable, cloud-native solution that integrates
Verisk’s market-leading exposure management capabilities, best-in-class analytics,
and a high-performance portfolio modeling engine to bring you a comprehensive
solution that enables enterprisewide risk management as never before.
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